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Abstract

Three main questions guided the author in the writing of this chapter: Is there the need
for a widespread and in-depth ICT literacy in mankind? What has to be meant for ICT
literacy? And are there special problems in students’ learning of ICT topics? And last
but not least: How can ICTs themselves improve teachers’ work and students’ learning
on ICTs? The introduction answers the first question and shows how difficult the search
can be for solutions to the problem of the digital divide. The answer to the second
question comes from a short survey of the experiences that some institutions made for
the introduction of basic computing skills and ICT literacy in school curricula. In the
meantime the problems that the students usually meet while attending computer
programming and ICT literacy courses are described. Finally the author reports the
results of some experiences involving the use of ICTs in teaching and describes how he
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arrived to hypothesize the adoption of action research strategies, of Web technologies
and data mining techniques for the monitoring of the teaching-learning process and
its improvement.

Introduction

In today’s society, often defined the knowledge society, the mastery of ICTs (informa-
tion and communication technologies) is considered very important for future citizens.
It is well known, in fact, that computers and communication are everyday more and more
present in human life, and that mankind has to be skillful in its use to win the challenge
of contemporary and future complexity. As an example of the above remark, lifelong
learning and the number of rights everyday needing the basic ICT skills can be
considered: in the former case the continuous update of personal knowledge and skills
is more and more, depending on the cleverness in ICT use; in the latter case e-
government, e-commerce, e-learning, and so forth are good examples of the relevance that
ICTs will have in the exercise of the citizens’ rights, both today and in the future.

The importance of ICT influence on mankind has already been analyzed in various
contexts, and the term digital divide has been adopted to describe the gap existing
between developed and underdeveloped countries. As an example, the words of Malloch
Brown (2001), of the UNDP (United Nations Development Program), are reported here:

“…Now, the Internet has become both the fuel and the vehicle for a
dramatic spread in democracy, intensifying demand for and support-
ing the spread of genuinely transparent and participatory and more
efficient systems of government at both the national and global levels.
The number of democracies worldwide has doubled in little more than
a decade. But in too many countries, institutions remain fragile,
services are weak, officials unaccountable. And the lack of a demo-
cratic dividend—in terms of jobs and better services—has been
undermining public faith in these new systems, particularly among
the poor. ICT offers real hope in all these areas, offering greater
citizen input into decision making and better social services for
all….”

Alternatively, it must be noted that digital divide was recently evidenced at different
extents in developed countries. Warschauer (2003), for example, stated that digital divide
is a social problem marking the differences among social classes (80% of high-income
families in the U.S. connect to the Internet, while only 25% of low-income families do) and
ethnic groups (55% of the White population in the U.S. uses ICTs, but only 31% of the
African-American population and 32% of the Hispanic population do the same). He also
stated that there isn’t a unique digital divide marking the difference between “people who
can” and “people who cannot” access computing and ICTs. What is more, he argued that
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